
DANISH TEST &
RESOURCE CENTRE FOR
SMALL WIND TURBINES
Testing the next-generation small wind
solutions



Support SMEs in
developing and
testing new
solutions for small
wind turbines

Our mission:



More information can be found on
smallwind.dk

Who are we?

Independent & Professional
Testing Facility
Based in the North-Western part of Denmark, the Danish
Test and Resource Centre for Small Wind Turbines offers
high quality, affordable testing of small wind turbines and
related components.



More information can be found on
folkecenter.net

Where do we come
from?

Nordic Folkecenter: Working for a world
running on 100% renewables since 1983
Folkecenter is a Danish NGO which develops, tests and demonstrates
renewable energy technologies. With a very strong focus on education,
Folkecenter is a well-know institution, worldwide known in the energy
sector. 
One of our pillars is the collaboration with SMEs, where innovative ideas
are developed!



It pays off to have a good product!

Why Testing?

«A bad product does not only
affect the company's reputation,

but the whole  industry. That's
why independent testing is

essential when developing a new
wind turbine!»

Preben Maegaard, renewable energy pioneer and
founder of Nordic Folkecenter



Turn your concept
into REALITY!
What does it take for your idea to reach the market?

Path to action



1 2 3 4 5

From idea to product there are different steps: we can help with all of them!

The Development Journey

It takes just five steps to be successful!

Contact us!
Together we can define
which tests are suitable

for you

Test
Proof your concept at our

independent facilities

Improve? Back
to Step 2!

No worries if you don't get
it right at the first shot!
That's why we are here!

Certificate
A certification adds value
to your product and can
help you entering in new

markets

Sell!
Now it's up to you! Go out

and sell you concept!
And yes, we can help also

in that!



Consultancy hours: design
review, market analysis, local

regulations, fund-raising,
business strategy, promotion

strategy, soft landing,
network development, etc.

+ STAR PACKAGE

Flexible Solutions for a Tailored Experience
Not all the developers have the same needs! Do you want just to test or to have a full support? You decide!

The limit is the sky! Just get
in contact with us if the

proposed solutions do not fit
your needs!

YOU CHOOSE WHAT YOU
NEED

STAR PACKAGE

Certification (IEC, MCS or
other national requirements)

+ SMART PACKAGE

SMART PACKAGE

Consultancy hours
Gap analysis towards
certification
Performance assessment
from an independent
organisation:
Folkecenter’s stamp on
power curve and reports

+ TOOL PACKAGE

TOOL PACKAGE

Rent of turbine site
On and off grid
connection
Weather data
Internet connection
(1000/1000 Mbit)
Working cabin
Workshop facilities
Affordable guest house

BUSINESS PACKAGE CUSTOMIZED PACKAGE



TEST WHEN THE
WIND REALLY
BLOWS!
Proof your concepts in the toughest
conditions!



Time is Money! We Don't want you to
Waste any of it!

Proper testing can be done only at certain wind
speeds. For many, this is a problem, because it
means extending the testing period more than

necessary (and therefore, the associated costs). 

We don't have that problem! Our locations
enjoy frequent and abundant wind resources,

which will make the testing process much
quicker!

Wind can be also very strong, which is why
we always say: 

« If the turbine survives here, it can survive
(almost) anywhere! »

5.8 m/s
yearly average

wind speed
(@ 10 m) Perfect

for Wind Class 2
testing



Test Center 1

Laminar or Turbolent Flow? We have them
both!

We have two test facilities (40 km apart), each
enjoying  its own advantages: 

You choose what you need!*

Test Center 1

Test Center 2

4 test stands
Proximity to accommodation
& workshop
Good for: Development stage
(frequent quick fixes)

Test Center 2 3 test stands
Good for: Finish products
(ready for certification)



DATA: THE
NEW GOLD!



Both the Test Centers are equipped with cutting-edge
technology for data collection. Our databases store both
weather and performance data with 1 sec interval, to allow
for the proper modifications of the components.

Anonymized data are available on request, so that you can
use them during the development phase or to perform
evaluations.

Access relevant data and design accordingly!

Learn by Experience...or by Using Data!

We are aware of the importance of data nowadays...
...and that's why we collect them!

Are you a 
University or an

Educational
Institution?

Access for you is FREE!



You have good ideas...
...we help you bring them to the next level!



Meet our Team

Technical Responsible

Tonny Brink
Data Responsible

Anker Mardal



We are looking
forward to
testing with you!


